
Expressive Art Therapy Worksheet: Version 2

Read the information carefully provided in the worksheet.

Create a mask:

Masks are used as a projective tool. They are a part of expressive therapies. It is one of the
projective techniques where there are no right or wrong answers, you just let the art uncover
your innermost feelings. Using this mask as a cover will encourage you to express what you
haven’t spoken about before. It lets us ponder who we are, the "mask" that we wear
outwardly, and how that is not similar to who we are from inside.

Gather some Tissue paper, Scissors, Sequins, Feathers, and then do the following.
● Decorate the outside of the mask, representing how you believe others /world sees

you
● Decorate the inside, representing how you believe your true, inner self is.

Using this mask as a cover will encourage you to express what you haven’t spoken about
before. It lets us ponder who we are, the "mask" that we wear outwardly, and how that is not
similar to who we are from inside.

In the end, you are supposed to share your feelings, create different stories by using masks as
an object. We all have our veils, different aspects of ourselves that are seen or not seen. This
whole process just encourages us to understand ourselves more.

Draw a Superhero:
Another way of expressing yourself is basically asking your child to draw a superhero, By
using this superhero character you will be able to communicate your own desires and wants
in a better way. The worksheet has three sections, in the first section, you are requested to
draw a superhero of your own choice, it doesn’t have to be spiderman or any other claimed
superhero, this superhero will represent you and your choice. Feel free to make any
superhero, add any character or superpower that you would want it to have.

Doodling with a pencil
Get a blank paper and start making anything that comes to your mind. Doodle whatever
comes to your mind and you feel like making it. It will help you uncover deeper desires,
wants, or issues of your mind.

Mandalas
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Coloring the mandalas is a great way of relieving your stress and anxiety. Mandala is your
sacred circle, and it tells your story. Mandalas are circular figures representing the universe in
Hindu and Buddhist symbolism. They are used in the therapy as a relaxation,stress-busting
tool, a mandala is your sacred circle, and it tells your story. Drawing mandalas in art therapy
can reduce anxiety, tension, and overall stress. Drawing stimulates creativity and is a way to
release emotional blockages.
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